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2. 3.

There are three resources in the game:

meat          , bone      , and trophy   . 

These are required to complete victory goals. 
Meat, bone, and trophy values are marked on the 

prey cards. Every goal    card indicates 

one type of resource.

The currency in the game is berry  . 

Berries can be used to play units, buy bonus 

power to Warrior          units or change the 

time of day                . Players use tokens to mark 

the number of their berries.

A game lasts 2-4 hours. For 3-4 players (see the 
three-player game rules on page 78.)

The players control four tribes

(North         ,  South         ,  West           , East      ) 

of a prehistoric fantasy world. They hunt toget-

her and fight each other to take control of the re-
sources while suffering the attacks of the valley 
dwellers.

The teams                  and the goals                are 

allotted randomly at the start. These remain 
secret until the end of the game. The players’ 
task is to find out the motivations and teams of 
others while aiming to complete their own goals.

- Gameplay Summary - - Gameplay Summary -
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4. 5.

The game consists of turns. The players gat-
her berries at first, then carry out steps conse-
cutively in the order defined by their roles, and 
finally, they defend together. At the beginning of 
a new turn, the roles alternate. Therefore the 
players’ order changes. When the players are 

out of their shared vigor        , the game ends. 

Players who have completed their victory goals  
win the game.

- Gameplay Summary -
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6. 7.

- Components - - Components -

6 GOAL CARDS

24 ACTION CARDS
(6 FOR EACH PLAYER)

24 PREY CARDS

36 UNIT CARDS
(9 FOR EACH TRIBE)

4 TEAM CARDS

4 ENEMY CARDS
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8. 9.

4 ORDER TOKENS

1 TIME TOKEN

12 ONE BERRY
TOKENS

16 THREE BERRY
TOKENS

12 VIGOR TOKENS

- Components - - Components -
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10.

Type

Power

Power

Power

Bonus Vigor

Time of
Day

Meat
Trophy Bone Berry per

Turn

Berry per
Turn

Cost

Level Level

Level

- Parts of a card - - Parts of a card -
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14. 15.

- Preparing to Play - - Preparing to Play -

The players agree on or randomly select a tribe 

to control, then take their unit cards and form a 
deck out of them.

Each player randomly draws a team   

card and a goal          card without revealing 

them to others.

The remaining two goal 
cards are set aside
unrevealed.

Everyone takes their six
 ACTION CARDS in

distribution and forms a face-down deck out of 
them in front of themselves. The players take 

their initial 15 berries     .

The players agree on or randomly select the ini-
tial order and take their order tokens accor-
dingly. It is recommended to distribute the order 
tokens in a clockwise sequence.
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16. 17.

The players form a prey        deck from the 

prey cards, shuffle it and place it face down in 
the middle of the playing area. They reveal the 
top five cards and put them face-up next to 
the prey deck.

The players place the vigor    tokens into 

a shared supply at the middle of the playing area, 
next to the prey deck. The players keep track of 
the number of remaining turns via the vigor 
tokens.

The players form a deck of the enemy     

cards, shuffle it and place it face-down next to 
the prey deck.

The players place the time   token next 

to the playing area, and by doing so, they mark 
the current time of day. Before beginning the 
game, but after having revealed the five prey 

cards, the first player                        decides 

the initial time of the day.

- Preparing to Play - - Preparing to Play -
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18. 19.

- Teams and goals - - Teams and goals -

The players form three secret teams 

with different victory conditions to be met by 
the end of the game. Players of the Survivor and 
the Dominator team must acquire at least 10 of 
the resource marked on their goal cards.

Survivor (two players):
The team wins if both 
players meet their victo-
ry goals at the end of the 
game. Their supply is sha-
red. It does not matter in 
what distribution the two 
players hold the required 
resources. If both players 
need to acquire the same 
resource, they must collect 
at least 20 altogether.

Amasser (one player):
The team wins if they acqui-
re at least 25 resources al-
together, regardless of 
their type. Their goal card 
is irrelevant concerning 
their victory goal.

(For example, the team wins if they own 10 

meats    , 8 trophies        , and 7 

bones     at the end of the game.)

Dominator (one player):
The team wins if they comp-
lete their own victory goal, 
and the Survivor team does 
not attain victory.
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20. 21.

- Parts of a turn - - Parts of a turn -

The players carry out the Gathering step simul-
taneously. After that, they carry out steps con-
secutively in the order defined by their order 
tokens. When the fourth player completes the-
ir last Action step, the players take part in the 
unique Defense step then a new turn commen-
ces.

When the active player (the one carrying out 
the step) makes a move that the other passive 
players have to react to

(for example, when a prey            card gets se-

lected to be hunted), these reactions have to 
happen consecutively in the order defined by 
their order tokens.

1.
Gathering step

2.
Play Cards step

3.
Action step

(Hunt action OR Fight action
OR Bonus Gathering action)

4.
Defense step
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22. 23.

- Steps - - Steps -

1. Gathering step:

The Gathering step is skipped at the first turn.

The players carry out the Gathering step simul-
taneously.

Each player passes their order token to the 
next player in a clockwise direction. In this turn, 
the players fill their new roles defined by their 
order tokens and carry out the other steps in 
this new order.

Each player gains 2 berries             , regardless 

of their cards. On top of this, every player gains 
additional berries determined by their active 

Gatherer             units and owned Prey cards.

Every player collects the sum of these three 
numbers and takes berry tokens in identical 
values.

A player cannot store more than a maximum 
of 15 berries. All amounts of berry acquired on 
top of this are lost. Set aside unowned berry to-
kens next to the playing area during the game.
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If there are less than five revealed cards from the 

prey            deck, then the players reveal prey 

cards until filling them up to the original five. 
If there are fewer unrevealed cards, they reveal 
all the cards left in the deck.

Each player, without revealing them, places 

all action         cards they still have left into 

a shared deck with the used ones. They shuffle 
it, and then each player gets back their six acti-
on cards in the original distribution

An example:

It is the Gathering step. The Northern               player 

previously played both of their Gatherer    
unit cards.

However, the stronger is inactive now (turned 
by 90 degrees), so only one increases their berry  

 gathered this turn. On top of this, the 

Northern  player, just like everyone else, gets 

2 berries regardless of their cards. The Northern 
player has already acquired two prey cards. 
These cards also increase their berry gathered 
per turn by the values marked on them.

The Northern player takes 
2 pieces of three berries 
token, marking their new 
berry amount.

- Steps - - Steps -

25.24.
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26.

2. Play Card steps:

The players carry out the Play Cards step conse-
cutively in order.

The active player may freely play as many unit 
cards from their unit deck as they can afford. 

The active player pays their cost by setting aside  

berry   tokens of the required value, then 

places the played unit cards down.

The active player turns their inactive (turned by 
90 degrees) unit cards back to their original po-
sition, their every unit card becomes active 
again.

Every newly played unit card is active.

It is not mandatory to play unit cards. A player 
may pass the opportunity.

An example:

It is the Southern          player’s Play Cards step. 

The Southern Player turns their inactive unit 
cards back to their original active position 
then plays two unit cards, placing them down. 
The Southern Player pays the cost of 8 berries 

   by setting aside the required berry to-

kens next to the playing area.

- Steps - - Steps -
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28. 29.

3. Action step

The players carry out the Action step consecu-
tively in order. The active player always gets to 
select which type of action to carry out.

Every action occurs either during the day 

or the night  . The time         token 

marks the current time of day.

The active player may turn the time token 
and change the time of day by paying 1 ber-

ry          before starting to carry out their 

Action step or when done with it, but before 
the next player starts their Action step, or on 
both occasions.

The action          cards have a significant role. 

With their help, players can secretly influence 
the outcome of actions. The players may not 
show the action cards that are in their deck 
in front of themselves!

- Steps - - Steps -
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30. 31.

Action types:

Hunt Action:

Players hunt to acquire the essential Prey  

  cards. Prey cards provide players with 

resources and are increasing the gathered 

berry    per turn. 

Every prey card belongs to the day      or 

the night       and can be hunted only at the-

ir time of day. To hunt, the active player selects 
a revealed prey card that belongs to the cur-
rent time of day. After this, the active player 
selects at least one, but potentially all of their 
active unit cards to partake in the Hunt action.

All passive players have to react, in order, 
whether they wish to support or block the ac-
tive player’s Hunt action. (Blocking changes the 
course of the Hunt action, see on page 41.) If a 
passive player chooses not to do either, they can 
pass and not partake.

Passive players intending to support can offer 
one or two of their active units. After all passi-
ve players have reacted, the active player can de-
cide whether to accept someone’s support or 
not. During any action, one player can accept 
the support of only one another. The units se-
lected to support by rejected players are not par-
taking in the action and remain active.

- Steps - - Steps -
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If the active player’s value is higher

than the prey     card’s power, the active 

player acquires the prey card and places it in 
front of themselves. The active player then fills 
the empty spot by revealing the next card of the 

prey   deck. The amount of meat              ,

 trophy               , and bone             marked on the 

acquired prey card is now in the active player’s 
possession, and this card increases their gat-

hering of berry   per turn with the indica-

ted amount.

The victorious active player must sacrifice a 
number of their partaking units determined by 

the level of the successfully obtained prey 
card.

33.

After this, every player secretly, without revea-

ling it, places one of their action    car-

ds face-down into a shared pile to form a deck. 
They shuffle it then reveal the cards all at once.

They sum up the values   of the action cards, the 
power of the unit cards partaking in the Hunt ac-
tion, and if there were any, the power of the sup-
porting unit cards. They compare this with the 

selected prey’s          power.

Active player’s value =

power of the active player’s units
partaking in the Hunt action

+ power of the units supporting the active player
+ the action cards

VS
Prey’s value =

power of the prey selected by the active player

- Steps - - Steps -
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34. 35.

The active player must select at least as many 
from their partaking units that the sum of the-
ir level values   is equal to the acquired prey 
card’s level. If the selection of unit cards is only 
possible by having a higher sum than the prey 
card’s level, then these have to be sacrificed no 
matter how much they are over the requirement. 
If it is impossible to select enough unit cards to 
reach or exceed the prey card’s level, then sacrifi-
ce all partaking units.

Sacrificed unit cards go back into their unit deck. 
(If there is no unit deck, form a new one of these.) 
If the obtained prey card’s level is 0, the active 
player does not have to sacrifice. Supporting 
units cannot and need not be sacrificed.

If there is a berry     value on the obtained 

prey card, and a player was supporting the ac-
tion, then the supporter instantly receives that 
amount of berry as a one-time bonus.

After this, all partaking, non-sacrificed units of 
the active player and all supporting units be-
come inactive. Mark inactive cards by turning 
them 90 degrees. These units may not be used 
until they become active again.

If the active player’s value is   lower

 than the prey   card’s power, then the 

prey card remains in its spot. The active player 
has to sacrifice from their units partaking in 
the Hunt action following the rules stated priorly. 
After this, all partaking, non-sacrificed units of 
the active player and all supporting units beco-
me inactive.

- Steps - - Steps -
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36. 37.

An example:

The order of the current turn is:

1. North           , 2. West              , 3. South    ,

4. East   . It is the Action step of the Nort-
hern player who decides to carry out a Hunt ac-
tion. The Northern player selects three of their 
Hunter units and chooses one of the revealed 

prey    cards belonging to the current 

time of day            . The other passive players 

then react in order. The Western player passes. 
The Southern player offers one Hunter unit to 
support the action. Finally, the Eastern player 

also offers one Hunter unit           .

If the active player’s value is     equal

to the prey    card’s power, all units par-

taking in the Hunt action survive but become 
inactive. The prey card remains in its spot. The 
active player does not have to sacrifice.

After successfully hunting down a prey card mar-
ked with the vigor icon, the active play can deci-

de to return 1 already lost vigor             token 

into the shared supply. However, it is not man-
datory, but the option provided by that prey card 
is lost if not utilized then. If the players still have 
all the vigor tokens left, there is no such option, 
as the players’ vigor cannot increase above the 
maximum.

- Steps - - Steps -
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39.

The Northern player accepts the support of 
the Eastern player and, by doing so, rejects the 
Western player whose offered unit does not take 
part in the Hunt action. All four players place an 

action card  face down into a shared 

deck. They shuffle it and then reveal the action 
cards. Finally, they sum up the power of the ac-
tive player.

Active player’s units partaking
in the Hunting action

Unit supporting
the active player

Chosen Prey’s power

Action cards

6  vs  4

- Steps - - Steps -
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40. 41.

The active player’s value is higher, so the Hunt 
action is successful. The active player acquires 

the prey card and therefore gains 1 meat        , 

1 trophy      and 1 bone          . The support-

ing player receives 1 berry       as a one-time 

bonus, as there is a berry value on the prey card. 
The prey card’s level is 2, so the active player 
must sacrifice units at the sum level value of 2. 
The remaining units become inactive, just as the 
partaking unit of the supporter. They set aside 
the used action cards then reveal the next card 
of the prey deck to fill the acquired prey card’s 
spot.

Blocking a Hunt action:

A player may not block more than once per turn.

The blocking, passive player selects at least one, 
but potentially all of their active unit cards to 
partake. After this, the remaining passive players 
have a chance to react in order by also blocking, 
supporting, or passing.

- Steps - - Steps -
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42. 43.

If there is at least one blocking player, then a 
supporting player can choose between the 
active player or a blocking player to support.

If multiple players intend to block, the one 
whose selected units have the highest sum po-
wer gets to be the blocker. In case the power 
of the strongest blocking players are the same, 
the player sooner in order gets to be the blocker. 
Blocks with less power than the strongest are 
ignored, just as the identical later blocks. The-
se ignored players can block again in the same 
turn later. Their selected units remain active, as 
they do not participate in the action. The same 
applies to the player who offered to support an 
ignored player.

The players must determine who the blocker 
is before accepting or rejecting supporters. 
Therefore, only the difference between their 
own selected unit cards’ sum powers matters 
when deciding who is stronger.

After determining the blocker, first the active 
player, and then the blocking player gets to de-
cide whether to accept the support of another 
player and if there were multiple offers, whose.

After this, all players place their action      

cards as previously described. The action cards 
change the value of the blocking player.

Finally, they compare the values   of the active 
and the blocking player.

- Steps - - Steps -
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44. 45.

The player with the higher value performs 
the Hunt action as previously described, with 
the power modified by the already placed acti-

on           cards. If the Hunt action is success-

ful, the winner acquires the prey            card.

When the blocking player’s value is higher, 
the blocker performs this Hunt action in the 
active player’s step. It does not count as the 
blocking player’s own step. If the blocking player 
has not taken their own action step in the cur-
rent turn yet, they can do so later.

The player with the lower value has to sacrifi-
ce from their partaking units determined by the 
prey cards’ level regardless of the outcome of 
the Hunt action. The rules of sacrifice defi-
ned at the Hunt action apply to the player 
with the higher value. Unsacrificed units of 
both players turn inactive, just as all the suppor-
ting units.

If the value of the blocker and the active 
player is the same, then the partaking units 
of both players and all supporter units turn 
inactive. The Hunt action does not take pla-
ce. Neither player has to sacrifice.

Active player’s value =

power of the active player’s units partaking 
in the Hunt action+ power of the units sup-

porting the active player

VS
Blocking player’s value =

power of the blocking player’s selected units 
+ power of the units supporting the blocking 

player + the action cards

- Steps -
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The players compare the sum power of the two 
blockers, and they determine that the Southern  

           player is stronger.

The Northern player           will not partake in the 
action, and their selected units will remain ac-
tive.

An example:

The order of the current turn is:

1. East            , 2. North            , 3. West   ,

4. South        . It is the Action step of the Western 

player who decides to carry out a Hunt action. 
The Western player selects two of their Hunter 

              units  and  chooses  one  of  the  revealed  

prey             cards  belonging  to  the  current  

time of day          . The other passive players 

then react in order. The Eastern player offers 
one Hunter unit to support the action. The Nort-
hern player selects three Hunter units to block 
the active player’s Hunt action. Finally, the Sout-
hern player selects three Hunter units and one 
Gatherer unit to also block. 

4  vs  5

- Steps - - Steps -
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The Western player accepts the support of the 
Eastern player. All four players place down an ac-
tion card as described priorly. Finally, they sum 
up the power of the active player and the blocker.

The active player’s value is higher, so the bloc-
king is unsuccessful. The blocking player must 
sacrifice units at the sum level value of the selec-
ted prey card. The blocker’s remaining partaking 
units become inactive. The active player carries 
out the Hunt action with a power modified by 
the action cards.

As the value of the active player and the prey  
is equal, the prey card remains in its spot, and 
the active player does not have to sacrifice. The 
active player’s partaking units become inactive, 
just as the supporting unit.

3  vs  4
2  vs  2

Active player
Unit supporting
the active player

Blocking player
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50. 51.

Fight Action:

A player may carry out a Fight action only if 

the number of the shared vigor tokens  

is 5 or less. Fight actions cannot be blocked.

The active, attacking player selects one other 
player to attack. Then the attacking player se-
lects at least one, but potentially all of their 
active unit cards to partake in the Fight acti-
on. Then the attacking player selects one of 
the unit cards of the attacked player of any 
type, whether active or inactive. Finally, the 

attacking player selects one prey             card 

in the possession of the attacked player to steal.

After this, the attacking player selects any of 
their active unit cards to partake in the Fight 
action that the attacked did not select priorly.

Similar to the rules of supporting a Hunt ac-
tion, in order, the remaining players announce 
whether they want to support with one or two 
active units, and if so, which player to support. 
First, the attacking player, then the attacked 
player decides whether to accept someone’s 
support or not, and whose to accept if multiple 
players were offering to support.

All players place down action cards in the way 
described at the Hunt action. In a Fight action, 
the action cards modify the value of the at-
tacking player.

They sum up the values   of the attacking player 
and the attacked player, then compare them.

- Steps - - Steps -
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52.

If the attacked player’s value is higher,

then the attacking player has to sacrifice as 
described at the Hunt action according to the le-
vel value of the selected prey card.  After this, all 
partaking, non-sacrificed units of the attacking 
player and every unit supporting the attacking 
player become inactive. The attacked player 
does not have to sacrifice, but all of their par-
taking units and every unit supporting the at-
tacked player become inactive. The selected 
prey card remains in the attacked player’s pos-
session.

If the attacking player’s value is higher,

then both the attacking player and the attacked 
player have to sacrifice as described at the Hunt 
action according to the level value of the selec-
ted prey card. All non-sacrificed partaking units 
become inactive, just as all supporting units. The 
unit of the attacked player selected to partake 
by the attacking player matters while sacrificing, 
whether it is active or inactive. The selected prey  
card is successfully stolen by the attacking player 
who acquires it.

Attacking player’s value =

power of the attacking player’s units
partaking in the Fight action

+ power of the units supporting the attacking 
player + the action cards

VS
Attacked player’s value =

power of the unit of the attacked player
selected by the attacking player

+ power of the attacked player’s units
partaking in the Fight action

selected by the attacked player + power of 
the units supporting the attacked player

- Steps - - Steps -
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54. 55.

Skip the Fight action when the attacked 
player has no unit cards played and no one 
supports them. Do not place down action cards. 
The attacking player instantly acquires the selec-
ted prey card. As there are no units to fight aga-
inst, the attacking player instantly acquires the 
selected prey card. After this, all partaking units 
of the attacking player and every unit support-
ing the attacking player become inactive. The 
attacking player has to sacrifice
according to the level value of
the acquired prey card.

If the attacked player 
who has no unit cards 
played is supported, 
the players place down 
the action cards, and 
the Fight action com-
mences as described 
priorly. 

If the values of both players are equal,

all units participating in the Fight action beco-
me inactive, just as all supporting units. Neither 
player has to sacrifice. The selected prey card re-
mains in the attacked player’s possession.

If there is a berry       value on the selected 

prey card, then the winner’s supporting player 
instantly receives that amount of berry as a one-
time bonus, similar to the Hunt action.

If a player does not have any prey cards in the-
ir possession, then they cannot be attacked.

If a player does not have any unit cards played 
but has prey cards, then those prey cards can 
be stolen. In such a case, the attacking player 
has to select at least one of their own active 
unit cards to partake and one prey card to be 
stolen. The attacking player and the attacked 
player can both be supported.

- Steps - - Steps -
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7  vs  5
Attacked Chosen Prey card

Attacker

An example:

The order of the current turn is:

1. South            , 2. East             ,  3. North              ,   

4. West . The players have 4 vigor tokens 

left. It is the Action step of the Western player 
who decides to carry out a Fight action against 
the Eastern player. The attacking Western player 
selects four of their own Hunter units, a Gatherer 
unit of the attacked Eastern player, and a prey 
card to steal. After this, the attacked Eastern 
player selects two of their own Hunter units to 
partake in the Fight action. The Southern player 
offers a Hunter unit to support the attacked Eas-
tern player, and the Northern player does the 
same. The Eastern player accepts the support of 
the Southern player and, by doing so, rejects the 
Northern player. All four players place down an 
action card, then they compare the value of the 
attacking player and the attacked player.

- Steps - - Steps -
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The attacking player wins the Fight action and 
takes the selected prey card into possession. 
Both the attacking player and the attacked 
player sacrifice according to the level value of 
the selected prey card. All non-sacrificed parta-
king units of both players become inactive, just 
like the single supporting unit.

Attacked

Chosen
Prey
card

Attacker

Bonus Gathering action:

If the active player cannot or does not want to 
carry out another type of action, the active player 

instantly receives 2 berries             . It is a sepa-

rate action from the Gathering step. Gatherer 

units           and acquired prey               cards do 

not provide bonus berries when carrying out a 
Bonus Gathering action. Bonus Gathering acti-
ons cannot be blocked.

- Steps - - Steps -
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60. 61.

4. Defense step

If the players only have 1 vigor       token 

left at the beginning of the Defense step, 
that token is instantly lost. Therefore, the Defen-
se step does not take place, and the game ends.

If the players have at least 2 vigor tokens, they 

shuffle the enemy        deck and randomly 

reveal one of its cards. In this turn, they will have 
to defend against that enemy.

The player first in order is the active player during 
a Defense step. The active player selects any or 
potentially all of their active units to partake in 
the Defense step or passes. The passive players, 
in order, can offer any or potentially all of their 
active units to support the Defense step, or they 
can pass too.

An example:

The Western             player at the previous turn 

lost all their played unit cards due to an unsuc-
cessful Hunt action. Therefore the Western player 
decides to perform a Bonus Gathering action at 

their Action step and receives two berries        . 

The Western player takes 2 pieces of one berry 
token, marking their new berry amount.

- Steps - - Steps -
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The active player cannot reject the supporters. 
More than one, potentially all passive players 
may support the Defense step at the same time.

The players sum up the power of the units 
partaking in the Defense step, and they com-
pare that sum with the power of the revealed 
enemy card.

If the power of the players is less than or 
equal to the enemy’s, then the players lose. 
The players take away two vigor tokens from the-
ir shared supply and set them aside next to the 
playing area.

If the power of the players is higher, they win 
and only lose 1 vigor token.

Regardless of the outcome of the Defen-
se step, all players, whether passive or active, 
have to sacrifice from their partaking units 
according to the level value of the enemy card.

Finally, they shuffle the revealed enemy card 
back into the enemy deck.

If the players have at least 1 vigor token left 
at the end of the Defense step, the next turn 
begins.

- Steps - - Steps -
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An example:

The order of the current turn is:

1. North          , 2. West    ,    3. South                ,       

4. East             . In this turn, the Northern player is 
the active player during the Defense step. The 
other players can participate as passive suppor-

ters. The players shuffle the enemy    

deck and reveal the top card. In this turn, the 
players have to defend against a level 4 enemy 
card with a power value of 2. The active Northern 

player selects two Hunter         unit cards to 

partake in the Defense step. The Western player 
passes. The Southern player offers a Hunter unit 
to support. Finally, the Eastern player decides 
to offer their last active unit card, a Gatherer 

 unit to support else the players would fail 

the Defense step.

The Defense step is successful. The players lose 

only 1 vigor        token. Every player must 

sacrifice units at the level value of 2, so all units 
partaking in the Defense step get sacrificed.

Enemy card

Unit cards partaking in the Defense step

5  vs  4

- Steps - - Steps -
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- Interaction Constraints - - Interaction Constraints -

The players may not show the action    

cards that are in their deck in front of them-
selves!

When players place down action cards, they 
cannot communicate with each other. They 
may only make statements about the value of 
the action cards they have placed after all the 
action cards have been revealed and are visible 
to everyone. 

Besides these rules, the players may talk to 
each other anytime, but all communication 
must be open and audible to everybody.

The players may not trade or give each other 

their acquired prey             cards or berry    

tokens.

All the players’ acquired prey   cards, 

berry       tokens, and unit decks are 

open information. Every player may check the-
se anytime.
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must be open and audible to everybody.

The players may not trade or give each other 

their acquired prey             cards or berry    

tokens.

All the players’ acquired prey   cards, 

berry       tokens, and unit decks are 

open information. Every player may check the-
se anytime.
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- Unity Types - - Unity Types -

Hunter

Basic unit type. It does not 
have an ability.

Gatherer

It increases the player’s gat-

hered berry           per turn.

Warrior

During the blocking of a 
Hunt action, all non-sup-
porting, partaking Warrior 
units gain +1 power. 

Healer

When sacrificing, the owner 
of a Healer unit may increa-
se the level value by +1 of 
another unit

It applies to both the active player and the bloc-
king player. This bonus power only counts when 
selecting the strongest blocker and during the 
blocking itself but is lost later. Therefore, this 
bonus does not apply during the Hunt action 
that may follow the blocking.

A non-supporting, partaking Warrior unit du-
ring a Fight action or a Defense step gains +1 po-

wer if the player owning it pays 1 berry    

This bonus may be bought when the owning 
player selects the Warrior unit to partake in the ac-
tion. This bonus power only counts during the gi-
ven Fight action or Defense step and is lost after.

.
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- Roles -

partaking in the prior action or step owned by 
them or the player they are supporting. The 
Healing unit must have participated in that prior 
action or step to use this ability. The level value 
of a unit may be increased by multiple healers at 
the same time, in which case the bonus adds up. 
This bonus level value only counts during that 
sacrifice and is lost after. 

Ambusher

During any action or step, 
all supporting, partaking 
Ambusher units gain +1 
power. This bonus power 
only counts during the gi-
ven action or step and is 
lost after.

All order tokens represent a role. Roles pro-
vide their holders in the turn with a special 
ability that is not mandatory to use. 

Chief

The first player in order. Unlike the other players, 
the Chief may carry our two action steps con-
secutively in the turn. The Chief may change the 

time of day         before the start of their first ac-

tion step, after finishing it, before the start of their 
second action step, and after finishing it. The 
two action steps may be of the same or different 
types.

- Unity Types -
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Shaman

The second player in order. Once per turn, the 
Shaman may oblige one other player to support 
an action step. The Shaman, whether being the 
active or the passive player, may decide to obli-
ge someone after all players had offered their 
support or lack of it, and the active player res-
ponded to it. Both players need to respond to 
the supporters before the Shaman may oblige 
someone in the case of blocking a Hunt ac-
tion and Fight action. Only a non-partaking 
player (not active, not supporting, not blocking, 
not attacked) may be obliged who has at least 
one active unit that can support the action. It 
is always the Shaman who chooses with which 
one active unit should the obliged player sup-
port the action, and in case of blocking or figh-
ting, which player to support.

Neither the supporter nor the supported may re-
ject this obliged support. During an action step, 
a player may only be supported by one another. 
Therefore, if someone has already accepted 
the support of another, the Shaman cannot 
change that. The same player cannot be obli-
ged twice in a row. The Shaman may not ob-
lige themselves.

- Roles -- Roles -
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An example:

The order of the current turn is:

1. South            , 2. West            ,   3. East              ,

4. North  . It is the first action step of the 

Southern player, who carries out a Hunt action. 

The Southern player selects two Hunter 

units and a prey           card. The Western 

player passes, just like the Eastern and the 
Northern. However, before the Southern player 
begins their Hunt action, the Western player, as 
the Shaman, obliges the Eastern player to sup-
port the active player’s Hunt action. To cause 
harm, the Shaman selects the Eastern player’s 

Gatherer          unit to participate in the action. 

The inactive Gatherer unit will not increase the 

Eastern player’s berry               gathered at the 

next Gathering step.

Seer

The third player in order. Once per turn, during 
their Play Cards step, the Seer may ban one ot-
her player. The banned player cannot carry out 
a Fight action and cannot block a Hunt action 
but can be attacked or blocked by others. The 
banned player may be supported and can sup-
port a Hunt action, both sides during a blocking 
or a Fight action, and a Defense step. The same 
player cannot be banned twice in a row. The 
Seer may not ban themselves.

- Roles -- Roles -
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- Roles -

Flutist

The fourth player in order. Once per turn, the 

Flutist may chase away a revealed prey   

card during their Play Cards step if that prey 
is not the last, non-acquired left in the game. 
Place the chased away prey card back onto 
the bottom of the prey deck. (If there is no 
unrevealed prey card, form a new prey deck of 
this card.) Until the next Gathering step, the 
players may not reveal a card to fill up the 
empty spot left by the chased away prey.

The game ends immediately when the last 

vigor    token is gone from the players’ 

shared supply.

The players reveal their team     and goal  

   cards. Whichever team meets their vic-

tory conditions wins. Multiple teams may win. It 
is possible to have no winner.

- End of the game -
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Three-player Game

- three-player game -

We recommend the four-player version for 
the full Spears and Bones gaming experience!

The rules of the game for three players differ 
from the four-player version in the following:

Set aside the deck of the fourth tribe not chosen 
by any player. It is not used during the game.

The players draw their teams only from the two 

Survivor          and one Dominator   

cards. They set aside the Amasser          
team card.

All players draw two goal   cards at the 

beginning of the game.
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The Dominator            player’s goal cards are 

irrelevant concerning their victory goal. The Do-
minator player wins if they acquire at least 25 re-
sources altogether, regardless of their type, 
and the Survivor team loses. 

Each Survivor        player must collect at 

least 18 resources defined by their own goal 
cards. If a Survivor player’s goal cards define 
two different types of resources, the player must 
collect at least 10 from the one and at least 8 
from the other.

All players play with five action          cards in

distribution. Set aside the remaining action car-
ds, and do not use them during the game. At the 
Gathering step, the players get back these five 
action cards in this distribution.

The players are not using the fourth               or-

der token. The role of the Chief    and 

the Shaman       are the same, but the 

third in order player        has no role, so 

no ability.

- three-player game -- three-player game -
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An example:

The game has ended. At the start of the game, 

the Northern        player belonging to the Survi-

vor              team drew a bone     goal card 

and a meat          goal card, while the Southern  

  player, who is also a member of the Sur-

vivor team, drew a trophy           goal card and 

a meat  goal card. The Eastern    

player is the sole member of the Dominator  

    team. The Western         tribe did not  

take part in the game.

It is always up to the player to decide which re-
source to collect more of. The Survivor team 
wins if both players meet their victory goals 
at the end of the game. Their supply is shared. 
It does not matter in what distribution the 
two players hold the required resources. They 
need at least 36 resources and to have the requi-
red amounts per head to win the game.

- three-player game -- three-player game -
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Even though the Dominator       team’s 

Eastern   player has collected 26 resources

altogether (the requirement is 25), the Survivor     

             team wins. As the supply of the Survi-

vors is shared, they own 19 meats     , 22 bones 

          and 20 trophies      . To meet their vic-

tory goals, they distribute the resources this way: 

the Northern            player gets 11 meats (the 

requirement is 10) and 22 bones (the require-

ment is 8), while the Southern   player gets 

20 trophies (the requirement is 10) and 8 meats 
(the requirement is 8).

At the end of the game,
the resources are distributed among

the three players as follows:

Tribe Team Meat Bone Trophy

769
North

131610
South

10106
East

Survivor

Survivor

Dominator

- three-player game -- three-player game -
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Have fun playing!


